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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that for any two n-by-n complex matrices A, B the inequality 
1 per(A) - per(B) 1 d 4IA - Bllm=(l1419 llBll)“~’ 
holds, if II II is either the row-sum or the column-sum norm. It is conjectured that this 
result holds for any operator norm. 
In [l], R. Bhatia proved that for any two n-by-n matrices A, B the 
inequality 
b=(A) - per(B) 1 d 4lA - BI12m~(l141z~ II%)“-1 (1) 
holds. Here I( II 2 denotes the spectral norm. 
The purpose of this note is to prove an analogous result for the row-sum 
and the column-sum norm. We recall that 
ll4, = yx &A, 
k 
llAlll = mkax Claikl 
t 
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are the operator norms for the vector norms 
IIxII~= 5 IxiI and II~II, = mmlxil 
i=l i 
respectively, where A = (uik), x = (xi,. . . , x,,)~. We show 
Iper(A) - per( < 4lA - ~llpm~(l141p~ lI~llp)“~l~ p=l,cc. (2) 
As ]]A]]i = ]]AT]],, it suffi ces to prove the case p = 1. We make use of the 
obvious inequality (see e.g. [3, p. 1131) 
Iper Q IMI~ Ik4l~ . . . 11~,11~7 
where A =(a,,..., a,) and a, denotes the ith column of A. If B = 
(b I,. . . , b,), define 
Ak=(ul,u,,...,uk,bk+l,...,b,), k=l,...,n-1, 
A,=B, A,=A. Then 
Hence 
b-(A) - per(B)I d 5 Iper - per(Ai-1)l 
i=l 
d nIlA - Bll,m~(l1411~ IIBII1)“pl. 
This establishes (2). 
We remark that this proof is completely elementary, while that in [l] uses 
nontrivial tools from multihnear algebra. 
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Also, (1) and (2) are not comparable, as different operator norms are not 
comparable. 
It is tempting to state the 
CONJECTURE. If 11 11 denotes any operator norm for n-by-n matrices, 
then 
Iper - per(B)I Q 4lA - ~llm~(ll4l~ IIBll)n-la (3) 
We remark finally that S. Friedland has proved (3) for the determinant 
function instead of the permanent [2]. 
Note added in proof S. Friedland has shown (private communication) 
the following related result, which implies (1) and is near to the conjecture: 
For any operator norm II II 
Iper - per(B)I Q i [ IIA - ~llm4IIAll~ llW)“-l 
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